
INSTALLATION: 
Easily integrate into your existing entrance

mechanisms. The sleek design ensures
seamless integration without compromising

on functionality.
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DOWNLOAD THE APP: 
Available from the iOS App Store,  

Google Play and Huawei AppGallery.

Make any entrance smart! By utilising Bluetooth or WiFi
connectivity, you can now transform ordinary entrances into smart,

secure access points.
 

Whether it's your gate motor, garage motor, swing gate, boom
gate, turnstile, alarm systems and beyond, Fluss+ brings

convenience and security to your fingertips.

Seamlessly connect via
Bluetooth or WiFi for
enhanced accessibility.

Bluetooth and
WiFi Connectivity

User-Friendly
Interface

Secure
Encryption

Intuitive app interface
designed for ease of use,
ensuring hassle-free
operation.

Rest easy knowing that your
data is encrypted, POPIA and
GDPR compliant,  providing
peace of mind against
unauthorized access.

Revolutionizing 
Smart Access Control

an IoT device that seamlessly integrate with aan IoT device that seamlessly integrate with a
cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) platform.cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) platform.

Moving the world towards smart access control.Moving the world towards smart access control.

CONTROL AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS: 

 Securely open or close
entrances remotely or

within bluetooth range,
with a simple tap.

ACCESS
MANAGEMENT: 

Ability to grant
various types of

secure, encrypted
access.

ACCESS
LOGS: 

Stay
informed

and in
control.

+



Some more incredible featuresSome more incredible features   

iOS, Android or Huawei:
No need to buy or carry multiple
remotes. Now you’ll have easy
access on any modern
smartphone.

Fluss
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Connectivity
No Airtime Needed:
Gain access even when you have
no airtime or data and works when
there is no signal.

Operating system

Latest Encryption Standards:
Trusted encryption standards
that protect you from gaining
unauthorized access.

Verified Users:
Users are verified using mobile
numbers and an OTP to ensure
they are who they claim to be.

+2761-538-3180

Encryption Verification

Technical specifications
Bluetooth LE and 2.4Ghz WiFi
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